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So can you. Learn how.
Burdened with an inherited, oversized IT infrastructure
During the split from their parent company in 2015, Gala Leisure, a top bingo operator in
UK inherited an IT infrastructure which was:

Oversized

Expensive

Gala Leisure

Remotely located
and inaccessible

Aging

The transformation journey: choosing virtualized
storage customized for them
Gala Leisure wanted a storage solution that could cut costs, boost efficiency and integrate
with its existing equipment. They opted for a flash storage solution from IBM with:

High performance
and efficiency

Sophisticated
virtualization and
management
capabilities

Seamless
integration with
existing storage
devices

using VersaStack solutions
combining Cisco UCS
Integrated Infrastructure
with IBM Storwize.

using IBM SAN Volume
Controller built with IBM
Spectrum Virtualize™ .

using IBM FlashSystem
V9000.

A solid IT foundation for growth with IBM FlashSystem
The rapid, flexible and high-performance storage solution from IBM with sophisticated
virtualization and management capabilities enabled Gala Leisure to achieve:

57%
boost in
application performance

98%
reduction in
required floor space

52%
cut in storage
support and operational costs
“With the IBM storage solution in place, we now have higher storage
performance combined with lower operational and support cost—enabling
Gala Leisure to continue its next phase with a solid IT foundation.”
- Daniel Askin, Solutions Architect, Gala Leisure IT
Read how Gala Leisure leveraged IBM flash storage to reap
benefits in business and explore how IBM storage solutions
can transform your organization’s IT infrastructure.
Source: Gala Leisure Ltd.+DUQHVVLQJDIDVWFRVWHIIHFWLYHVWRUDJHVROXWLRQ, August 2016
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